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Jon Sparks provides useful tips and hints throughout to help you get the most of this versatile camera.
Included is a handy pullout reference card. The D7100 DSLR camera is the latest model from Nikon,
superseding the D7000 in the highly-advanced, enthusiast range and is the flagship DX-format APS-C

cropped-sensor model in the companys line-up. It's a weather-resistant portable DSLR for the passionate and
serious photographer seeking a remarkable level of sharpness. With the absence of an optical low pass filter
(OLPF) images with greater detail can be achieved. The D7100 is a 24.1-megapixel camera with an EXPEED

3 image processor, capable of delivering lifelike full resolution stills at 6fps and full HD 1080p video
recording.

Meet the new flagship of Nikons outstanding DXformat HDSLR lineup the D7100. The Nikon D7100 is a
new prosumer DSLR camera with a 24.1 megapixel DXformat image.

Nikon D7100 Expeed

The Nikon D7100 DSLR Camera features a 24.1MP CMOS image sensor Full HD 1080p video 51point
crosstype AF and WiFi compatibility. I love my previousmodel Nikon D7000 from 2010. When the Nikon
D7100 came out in February 2013 it was a home run right out of the gate because it combined the best

features of its predecessor the D7000 and some higher end features borrowed from Nikons professional grade
D4.. The enthusiasttargeted Nikon D7100 becomes the companys latest APSC DSLR to feature a 24MP

sensor joining the D3200 and D5200 models that were announced in 2012. FREE Shipping. While the D7100
has 24mp and better video than the D300s it doesnt have the build quality the pro buttonsmenus or a. D7100
2410 APSmm 3.2 f5.6f8 1 . I bought mine at Adorama comes as bodyonly or with 18105mm VR lens. Other

options New and used from 334.00. Compact and lightweight body realized by Nikon DX format that
employs highly reliable magnesium alloy covers and superior weather and dust sealing Reduced from the

D7000 the D7100 weighs a mere approx. As the eagerly anticipated successor to the very popular
twoandahalf year old D7000 the D7100 faces a sizeable task. More from Mustafa See more photos from.

Initial Verdict. About this item 24.1 megapixed DXformat image sensor Shoot up to 6 frames per second for
up to 100 continuous shots. The D7100 marks an exciting advancement in image quality for highresolution
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DXformat cameras. D7100D7100D7100D7100D7100D7100. Personally I would never use these ISO.
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